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ISSN 1092-6534 (print), 2153-8263 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $65; Individuals $25.
www.pdcnet.org/acorn
This peer-reviewed journal is devoted to the philosophical examination of the theory and practice of activism, nonviolence, organizing, pacifism, and resistance, especially as it relates to models such as M. K. Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr., Cesar Chavez, and Jane Addams. Established in 1986 by Ha Poong Kim, the journal is published with the support of Texas State University.

ISSN 1946-0538, Online only.
Online (all issues through PDC): Institutions $275; Individuals $65.
www.pdcnet.org/asrr
This peer-reviewed journal publishes articles, reviews and review essays in the new religious movement (NRM) field. Topics covered include Scientology to Falun Gong; Western Esotericism to the Lubavitch in France; and popular religion in Russia to Burning Man. It is published by Academic Publishing, Inc.

ISSN 2380-4076 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100; Individuals with membership in the AAPT.
www.pdcnet.org/aaptstudies
AAPT Studies in Pedagogy is a new peer-reviewed annual dedicated to publishing thematically focused volumes of original works on teaching and learning philosophy. Each volume will include a range of contributions, from practical advice to theoretical discussions.

American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly. Quarterly.
ISSN 1051-3558 (print), 2153-8441 (online).
Individuals: Access included with American Catholic Philosophical Association membership.
Print: Institutions $80.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $231.
Print + Online: Institutions $277.
www.pdcnet.org/acpq
The American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly is the official journal of the American Catholic Philosophical Association. The journal, established in 1927, features articles, discussions, and reviews dealing with all philosophical areas and approaches. Every fourth issue of the journal is a “special issue,” dedicated entirely to the work of a particular thinker.

ISSN 0277-7126 (print), 2153-2990 (online).
Individuals: Access included with Semiotic Society of America membership.
Print: Institutions $110.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $300.
Print + Online: Institutions $360.
www.pdcnet.org/ajs
The American Journal of Semiotics is a peer-reviewed research publication with an interdisciplinary focus on the general subject of signs and sign systems. An individual subscription to the journal includes an annual membership in the Semiotic Society of America.

Ancient Philosophy. Semi-annual.
ISSN 0740-2007 (print), ISSN 2154-4689 (online).
Print: Institutions $78; Individuals $35, Students $25.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $245; Individuals $35; Students $25.
Print + Online: Institutions $260; Individuals $50.
www.pdcnet.org/ancientphil
Ancient Philosophy publishes articles, discussions, and reviews on ancient philosophy and science. The journal is published by the Philosophy Documentation Center.
Arendt Studies. Annual.
ISSN 2574-2329 (print), 2474-2406 (online).
Print + Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100; Individuals $35.
https://www.pdcnet.org/arendtstudies

Arendt Studies is a new peer-reviewed journal devoted to the study of the life, work, and legacy of Hannah Arendt. It will publish original research articles, review essays, and books reviews, and welcomes contributions from all relevant areas, including philosophy, politics, and international relations, history, Jewish studies, women's and gender studies, postcolonial theory, and literary theory. The Journal is particularly interested in the philosophical dimensions of Arendt's work and how they might illuminate pressing issues in philosophy, politics, and society today.

Augustinian Studies. Semi-annual.
ISSN 0094-5323 (print), 2153-7917 (online).
Print: Institutions $60; Individuals $35.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $180; Individuals $40.
Print + Online: Institutions $216; Individuals $56.
www.pdcnet.org/augstudies

Augustinian Studies is devoted to the scholarly study of the life, teachings, and influence of Augustine. The journal publishes articles from a variety of disciplines and perspectives including philosophy, theology, and history, as well as article-length reviews of appropriate publications. Also included in each volume is the Saint Augustine Lecture which is given each fall at Villanova University.

Augustinianum. Semi-annual.
ISSN 2162-6499 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $180; Individuals $96.
www.pdcnet.org/agstm

Augustinianum is the peer-reviewed journal of the Patristic Institute "Augustinianum" in Rome. Since 1961 it has published original research and reviews related to the study of ancient Christian literature and the thought of the Fathers of the Church.

ISSN 2367-5438 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $70; Individuals $40.
www.pdcnet.org/bjp

The Balkan Journal of Philosophy is a peer-reviewed international periodical, academic in spirit, that publishes high-quality papers on current problems and discussions in philosophy. While open to all fields and interests, the journal devotes special attention to the treatment of philosophical problems in the Balkans and south-eastern Europe, and to their influence on the development of philosophy in this region. All papers are in English. Edited at the Institute for the Study of Societies and Knowledge, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.

ISSN 0277-2027 (print) 2153-7828 (online).
Print: Institutions $135.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $285; Individuals $60; Students $40.
Print + Online: Institutions $325; Individuals $80.
www.pdcnet.org/bpej

This journal provides a peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary forum for the analysis of ethical issues that arise at the interface of business and the professions. Sponsored by the Center for Applied Philosophy and Ethics in the Professions at the University of Florida.

ISSN 2326-7526.
Online (includes all issues): Open Access.
www.businessethicsjournalreview.com

The Business Ethics Journal Review publishes peer-reviewed commentaries on select articles on the
ethics of business published in peer-reviewed journals. BEJRF seeks to facilitate broad and prompt discussion of the best current material in business ethics scholarship. The journal provides free RSS feeds and email updates, as well as a variety of linking and sharing options for social media.

**Catholic Social Science Review.** Annual.  
ISSN 1091-0905 (print), 1944-6292 (online).  
*Online (includes all issues): Open Access.*  
www.pdcnet.org/cssr  
The Catholic Social Science Review is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal that publishes original articles and reviews in the social sciences and the humanities. It is the journal of the Society of Catholic Social Scientists, and has an editorial focus on topics relevant to the social teaching of the Catholic Church. Print copies are available from the Society; online access is provided without charge. The journal is published annually in September with assistance from the Franciscan University of Steubenville.

**The Chesterton Review.** Quarterly.  
ISSN 0317-0500 (print), 1930-1294 (online).  
*Print: Institutions $58 one year, $94 two years; Individuals $40 one year, $74 two years.  
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $200 one year, $240 two years; Individual $50 one year, $90 two years.*  
www.pdcnet.org/chesterton  
This journal is devoted to exploring the life, work, and ideas of G. K. Chesterton. Established in 1974, this journal has been widely praised for both its scholarship and the quality of its writing. It publishes two double issues per year, with special issues sometimes dedicated to particular topics. The Chesterton Review is the journal of the G.K. Chesterton Institute for Faith & Culture.

**Chiasmi International.** Annual.  
ISSN 1637-6757 (print), 2155-6415 (online).  
*Print: Institutions $65; Individuals $45  
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $150; Individuals $40.  
Print + Online: Institutions $175; Individuals $55.*  
www.pdcnet.org/chiasmi  
This peer-reviewed journal publishes essays on or inspired by the thought of the French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Since 1999 this journal has published an important collection of original work on Merleau-Ponty that is truly international in scope. Each volume is focused on a particular theme or subject, adding further breadth to the collection. It is produced in collaboration with the Società italiana di studi su Maurice Merleau-Ponty.

**Chôra: Revue d’Études Anciennes et Médiévales.** Annual.  
ISSN 2162-6529 (online).  
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100; Individuals $40.*  
www.pdcnet.org/chora  
Chôra is a peer-reviewed scholarly journal dedicated to original research in the philosophy of Byzantium, Latin Antiquity, and the Middle Ages. Three university research centers are involved in the production of Chôra: “Centre Léon Robin,” Center of CNRS/Paris- Sorbonne University (Paris IV), Center for Ancient and Medieval Philosophy, “Babes-Bolyai” University of Cluj-Napoca, and Institute of History of Religions, Romanian Academy, Bucharest.

**Chromatikon: Annales de la philosophie en procès.** Annual.  
ISSN 2166-0689 (online).  
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $95; Individuals $40.*  
www.pdcnet.org/chromatikon  
This peer-reviewed scholarly journal is produced by the Center for Philosophical Practice "Chromatiques whiteheadiennes," which seeks to federate research on the meaning and ap-
lications of the philosophy of Alfred North Whitehead (1861–1947). Established in 2005, this yearbook brings together the most significant seminars, critical studies, and reviews on Whiteheadian issues and related matters.

**Cilicia Journal of Philosophy / Kilikya Felsefe Dergisi.** Semi-annual. ISSN 2148-9327 (online).
*Online (includes all issues): Open Access.*
www.pdcnet.org/kilikya

*Cilicia Journal of Philosophy* is a peer-reviewed scholarly journal that brings different philosophical traditions together. It publishes original papers in Turkish or English, in both analytic and continental philosophy.

**Civil War History.** Quarterly.
ISSN 0009-8078 (print), 1533-6271 (online).
*Print: Institutions $ 90; Individuals $ 60; Students $ 30.*
*Online: Institutions $ 150; Individuals $ 60; Students $ 30*
*Print + Online: Institutions $ 180; Individuals $ 90*
www.pdcnet.org/cwh

This is the leading scholarly journal of the Civil War era in American history. Careful understanding of this history is essential for political life in the U.S., and PDC is now distributing and hosting this journal on behalf of The Kent State University Press.

**The CLR James Journal.** Annual.
ISSN 2167-4256 (print), 2325-856X (online).
*Individuals: Access included with Caribbean Philosophical Association membership.*
*Print: Institutions $ 50.*
*Online (includes all issues): $ 120*
*Print + Online: Institutions $ 150.*
www.pdcnet.org/clrjames

The *CLR James Journal* is a peer-reviewed forum for the discussion of the work and legacy of Cyril Lionel Robert James, and the wider field of Caribbean ideas to which James was a major contributor. Established in 1989, this annual journal is the official publication of the Caribbean Philosophical Association.

**Croatian Journal of Philosophy.** 3 per year.
ISSN 1847-6139 (online).
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $ 96.*
www.pdcnet.org/croatjphil

The *Croatian Journal of Philosophy* is a peer-reviewed journal with a primary focus on original philosophical work in analytic philosophy in Central Europe.

**Cultura: International Journal of Philosophy of Culture and Axiology.** Semi-Annual.
ISSN 2065-5002 (online).
*Online (includes all available issues): Institutions $ 130; Individuals $ 40*
www.pdcnet.org/cultura

*Cultura* is a peer-reviewed journal devoted to philosophy of culture and the study of value. It welcomes manuscripts that make a novel and important contribution to our understanding of the values and cultural phenomena in the contemporary world. Cultura is primarily published in English, and occasionally also publishes articles in German, French, and Italian.

**Deutsches Jahrbuch Philosophie.** Annual.
ISSN 2569-2232 (online).
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $ 175; Individuals $ 50.*
www.pdcnet.org/djp

The *Deutsches Jahrbuch für Philosophie* documents the scholarly activities of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Philosophie (DGPhil), the largest philosophical society in Germany. The DGPhil...
sponsors events such as the “Deutsche Kongreß für Philosophie” and the “Foren für Philosophie” that attract philosophers from all over the world, and their work is published in these volumes.

**Dialogue and Universalism.** Quarterly.
ISSN 1234-5792 (print), 1689-3816 (online).
*Online (volume 14 to the present):* Institutions $80; Individuals $45.
www.pdcnet.org/du

*Dialogue and Universalism* is a peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary journal that integrates philosophical work scholarship in many other fields. It is published quarterly in English by the Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences, with the support of the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education.

**The Digital Scholar: Philosopher’s Lab.** Quarterly.
ISSN 2618-9267 (online)
*Online (includes all issues):* Open Access

*The Digital Scholar: Philosopher’s Lab* is a peer-reviewed journal that fosters international discussion among philosophers, science studies scholars and researchers from neighboring academic fields. It publishes original Russian and English language papers in the areas of philosophy and science studies. Related areas of interest include ontology; epistemology; history of philosophy; history and philosophy of science; logic; technology studies; cognitive studies; ethics; aesthetics; philosophy of religion; philosophy of law; and philosophy of culture.

**Eco-ethica.** Annual.
ISSN 2186-4802 (print), 2578-3459 (online).
*Online: Institutions $100; Individuals $35.*
www.pdcnet.org/ecoethica

“Eco-ethica” is the Latin name for the ethics of the human world newly enlarged by technology and culture. This annual journal presents work in several languages from international symposia in this field.

**Environment, Space, Place.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 2068-9616 (online).
*Online (volumes 1–8 archive only):* Institutions $95; Individuals $25.*
www.pdcnet.org/esplace

*Environment, Space, Place* is a transdisciplinary and interdisciplinary journal committed to values contributing to our rootedness to the earth and attunement to the environment, space, and place. Current issues available from the University of Minnesota Press. *Environment, Space, Place* is published in collaboration with the International Association for the Study of Environment, Space, and Place.

**Environmental Ethics.** Quarterly.
ISSN 0163-4275 (print), 2153-7895 (online).
*Print: Institutions $80; Individuals $40
Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $216; Individuals $90.
*Print + Online: Institutions $260.*
www.pdcnet.org/enviroethics

An interdisciplinary and international peer-reviewed journal that explores the philosophical aspects of environmental problems. *Environmental Ethics* is published by the Center for Environmental Philosophy at the University of North Texas.

**Environmental Philosophy.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 1718-0198 (print), 2153-8905 (online).
*Individuals: Access included with International Association for Environmental Philosophy membership.*
*Print: Institutions $100.*
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $200
*Print + Online: Institutions $250.
www.pdcnet.org/envirophil
The journal features innovative and interdisciplinary research in environmental philosophy from diverse perspectives, including work informed by Continental, Indigenous, non-Western, American, and Anglo-American traditions. *Environmental Philosophy* is the journal of the International Association for Environmental Philosophy, co-sponsored by the Rock Ethics Institute at the Pennsylvania State University.

**Epistemology & Philosophy of Science.** Quarterly. 🌐
ISSN 2311-7133 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Open Access.
www.pdcnet.org/eps

*Epistemology & Philosophy of Science* is a peer-reviewed international journal devoted to themes in modern epistemology, philosophy of science, philosophy of language, and philosophy of mind. Established in 2004 by the Institute of Philosophy, Russian Academy of Sciences, it publishes articles, discussions, and reviews in Russian and English. It promotes research in these fields and supports professional communication among scholars in Russia and other countries.

ISSN 1085-1968 (print), 2153-8603 (online).
*Print: Institutions $80; Individuals $35; Student Emeritus $20.*
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $240; Individuals $40; Student Emeritus $30.
*Print + Online: Institutions $260; Individuals $60; Student Emeritus $50.*
www.pdcnet.org/epoche

Open to all areas and thematics arising out of the history of philosophy, this peer-reviewed journal welcomes articles that take up historical, critical, and deconstructive approaches to debates surrounding religion and God, metaphysics, questions of human knowledge and conduct, and of language and aesthetics.

ISSN 1526-0569 (online)
*Online (includes all issues):* Open Access
https://www.pdcnet.org/eip

This peer-reviewed journal publishes thematic issues that contribute to the scholarly literature on topics in philosophy, applied ethics, and public policy. Beginning in 2020 it will be published by the Philosophy Documentation Center in cooperation with Pacific University.

**Fichte-Studien.** Annual.
ISSN 1879-5811 (online).
*Online (includes all available issues):* Institutions $429; Individuals $152.
www.pdcnet.org/fichte

*Fichte-Studien* is a peer-reviewed journal focused on the work and legacy of the German idealist philosopher Johann Gottlieb Fichte in thematic volumes that contain original articles, reviews, and discussions. The journal is sponsored by the International Johann-Gottlieb-Fichte-Society.

**Film and Philosophy.** Annual –NEW–
ISSN 1073-0427 (print), 2643-9239 (online)
*Print: Institutions $55
Online (Includes all issues): Institutions $75
Print + Online: Institutions $95
https://www.pdcnet.org/filmphil

*Film and Philosophy* is a peer-reviewed journal that publishes articles about film from a philosophical perspective. It is a venue for scholars who believe that motion pictures are a significant art form that can express philosophical ideas and reward aesthetic analysis. Established in 1994, the journal is sponsored by the Society for the Philosphic Study of the Contemporary Visual Arts. Members receive the journal as a benefit of membership.

**Filosofia Theoretica: Journal of African Philosophy, Culture and Religions.** –NEW–
3 issues per year.
ISSN 2276-8386 (print), 2408-5987 (online)
Filosofia Theoretica is a peer-reviewed journal that provides an outlet for well researched and original papers in several areas of African studies, including philosophy, culture, religions, history and arts. It publishes articles and reviews of relevant literature, and one issue each year is a bi-lingual edition in both French and English languages. The journal is a publication of Calabar School of Philosophy (CSP), at the University of Calabar in Nigeria.

ISSN 2353-7043 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $60, Individuals $30.
www.pdcnet.org/forphil
This peer-reviewed scholarly journal explores questions relating to Christian philosophy. It publishes new work on the problems with which Christian thought has long struggled, as well as critical approaches towards the interaction of philosophy with faith. It is published by the Ignatianum Academy, the Jesuit University of Cracow.

Gatherings: The Heidegger Circle Annual.
ISSN 2165-3283 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100; Individuals $35.
www.pdcnet.org/gatherings
Gatherings publishes original research on the thought and writings of Martin Heidegger and related themes. This peer-reviewed journal is sponsored by the Heidegger Circle, a non-profit scholarly organization that grew out of the first North American conferences on Heidegger’s philosophy. The Heidegger Circle provides a separate access option for its members.

Glimpse: Phenomenology and Media. Annual.
ISSN 2475-4234 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $120; Individuals $50.
www.pdcnet.org/glimpse
Glimpse is a peer-reviewed journal dedicated to practical and philosophical considerations of specific media, media history, and media theory. It publishes original articles from a variety of perspectives and is open to the full range of phenomenological opinion. The journal is published by the Society for Phenomenology and Media.

Graduate Faculty Philosophy Journal. Semi-annual.
ISSN 0093-4240 (print), 2153-9197 (online).
Print: Institutions $65; Individuals $35; Students $20.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $165; Individuals $35.
Print + Online: Institutions $198; Individuals $56.
www.pdcnet.org/gfpj
The journal is a professional publication dedicated to providing a forum in which contemporary authors engage with the history of philosophy and its traditions. It is sponsored by the Philosophy Department at the New School for Social Research.

ISSN 1875-6735 (online).
Online (volumes 1–60 available from PDC): Institutions $190; Individuals $50.
www.pdcnet.org/gps
GPS is a peer reviewed journal that publishes articles on philosophical problems in every area, especially articles related to the analytic tradition.

ISSN 1062-6239 (print), 2153-9154 (online).
Print: Institutions $80; Individuals $35.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $120; Individuals $35; Students $25.
Print + Online: Institutions $130; Individuals $45.
The Harvard Review of Philosophy is a journal of professional philosophy known for its inclusion of works from all areas of philosophical thought.

**Heidegger Studies.** Annual.
ISSN 2153-9170 (online).
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $285; Individuals $58.*

[www.pdcnet.org/heideggerstud](www.pdcnet.org/heideggerstud)

*Heidegger Studies* is an annual publication dedicated to promoting the understanding of Heidegger's thought through the interpretation of his writings. This international journal is published by Duncker & Humblot.

**History of Communism in Europe.** Annual.
SSN 2069-3206 (online)
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $150; Individuals $45.*

[www.pdcnet.org/hce](www.pdcnet.org/hce)

*History of Communism in Europe* is a peer-reviewed interdisciplinary yearbook from the Institute for the Investigation of Communist Crimes and the Memory of the Romanian Exile. It publishes academic inquiries with the moral sobriety, conceptual complexity, and methodological sophistication required for sustained research on totalitarianism. It is an interdisciplinary enterprise, using both raw data and a range of concepts to help explain the dynamics of particular phenomena.

**Hume Studies.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 0319-7336 (print).
*Print: Institutions $60. Access for individuals is include with Hume Society membership.*

*Hume Studies* is an interdisciplinary scholarly journal dedicated to publishing important work bearing on the thought of David Hume. It is published by the Hume Society.

**Idealistic Studies.** 3 per year.
ISSN 0046-8541 (print), 2153-8239 (online).
*Print: Institutions $64; Individuals $35.*

*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $215; Individuals $35.*

*Print + Online: Institutions $250.*

[www.pdcnet.org/idstudies](www.pdcnet.org/idstudies)

*Idealistic Studies* provides a peer-reviewed forum for the discussion of themes and topics that relate to the tradition and legacy of philosophical idealism.

**The Incarnate Word.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 2573-394X (online).
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100; Individuals $30.*

[www.pdcnet.org/tiw](www.pdcnet.org/tiw)

*The Incarnate Word* is a scholarly publication produced by the Institute of the Incarnate Word in the U.S. It was established to encourage diffusion of the intellectual work of the Institute and its related offices, and support the continuing development of future religions and priests. The journal publishes original articles and reviews in English and Spanish.

**Inquiry: Critical Thinking Across the Disciplines.** Quarterly.
ISSN 1093-1082 (print), 2153-9871 (online).
*Print: Individuals $40.*

*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $160; Individuals $40.*

*Print + Online: Institutions $200; Individuals $50.*

[www.pdcnet.org/inquiryct](www.pdcnet.org/inquiryct)

*Inquiry* was established in 1988 as a forum for multi-disciplinary discussion of issues related to critical thinking. Its focus is on the theory and practice of critical thinking in post-secondary educational contexts, and it seeks to make available educational vehicles that support student development of critical thinking skills.
ISSN 0739-098X (print), 2153-6910 (online).
Print: Institutions $64; Individuals $33.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $192; Individuals $40.
Print + Online: Institutions $230; Individuals $53.
www.pdcnet.org/ijap

The International Journal of Applied Philosophy is committed to the view that philosophy can and should be brought to bear upon the practical issues of life. Accordingly, the journal publishes philosophical articles dealing with practical issues in such realms as education, business, law, government, health care, psychology, science, and the environment. Select articles are published in cooperation with the Association for Practical and Professional Ethics.

International Philosophical Quarterly. Quarterly.
ISSN 0019-0365 (print), 2153-8077 (online).
Print: Institutions $75; Individuals $37.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $216; Individuals $45.
Print + Online: Institutions $260; Individuals $58.
www.pdcnet.org/ipq

The International Philosophical Quarterly publishes a broad range of philosophical topics, including the history of philosophy, the tradition of theistic and humanistic philosophy, and the dialogue between East and West. International not only in scope, IPQ circulates to over 70 countries worldwide. All submissions are refereed by blind review.

International Studies in Philosophy. Quarterly. This journal now being re-organized.
ISSN 0270-5664 (print), 2154-1809 (online).
Online (volumes 1–40): Institutions $90; Individuals $35.
www.pdcnet.org/intstudphil

International Studies in Philosophy is a peer-reviewed journal concerned with questions that cannot be addressed from the standpoint of a single discipline, including recent developments in history, theory, and practice that stretch the boundaries of philosophy.

Journal for Peace and Justice Studies. Semi-annual.
2153-9839 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $135; Individuals $45.
www.pdcnet.org/jpjs

The Journal for Peace and Justice Studies publishes work from a variety of disciplines, including philosophy, theology, social and political theory, and public policy, on substantive problems of peace and justice.

2374-2488 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100, Individuals $50.
www.pdcnet.org/jpb

This journal provides a peer-reviewed forum for the academic discussion of Buddhist philosophy. Articles engage with buddhology, comparative philosophy, and Buddhist critical reflection, while discussions of concepts and arguments are highlighted. The journal considers thought expounded in a variety of languages, developed by a wide range of schools and thinkers, and studied using diverse philosophical approaches.

2044-4559 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $415; Individuals $160. For Business & Professional Ethics Journal subscribers, Institutions $310.
www.pdcnet.org/jbee

The mission of the Journal of Business Ethics Education is to assist educators task by providing timely educational materials, and by sponsoring a forum for the exchange of ideas and research.
Journal of Catholic Social Thought. Semi-annual.
2153-9979 (online).
**Online (includes all issues):** Institutions $120; Individuals $64.
www.pdcnet.org/jcathsoc

The *Journal of Catholic Social Thought* is a peer-reviewed interdisciplinary publication that brings together authors from the fields of law, theology, philosophy and political theory.

ISSN 2688-3554 (print), 2688-3562 (online)
**Print and Online, pricing forthcoming**
https://www.pdcnet.org/eip

Established in 2020, *The Journal of Continental Philosophy* will provide a new venue for original work in this rich tradition. It will publish research from established academics of senior standing, as well as emerging scholars, and will also include essays in translation by key figures in continental philosophy. It will be published in cooperation with Western Sydney University by the Philosophy Documentation Center.

2286-0290 (online).
**Online (includes all issues):** Institutions $150; Individuals $45.
www.pdcnet.org/jems

The *Journal of Early Modern Studies* is an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal of intellectual history, dedicated to the exploration of the interactions between philosophy, science and religion in Early Modern Europe. It aims to respond to the growing awareness within the scholarly community of an emerging new field of research that crosses the boundaries of the traditional disciplines and goes beyond received historiographic categories and concepts.

Journal of Indian Philosophy and Religion. Annual.
ISSN 2474-1922 (online)
**Online (includes all issues):** Institutions $160; Individuals $50.
https://www.pdcnet.org/jipr

The *Journal of Indian Philosophy and Religion* publishes peer-reviewed articles, discussions, and reviews in all areas of Indian philosophies and religions. Its mission is to disseminate high quality research in Indian philosophies and religions and promote comparative studies with other Eastern and Western philosophies and religions.

Journal of Islamic Philosophy. Annual.
ISSN 1536-4755 (online).
**Online (includes all issues):** Institutions $100; Individuals $50.
www.pdcnet.org/islamicphil

This new peer-reviewed journal is dedicated to the academic study of Islamic philosophy. It publishes both articles and reviews, and provides a unique forum for the philosophical discussion of topics in Islamic thought.

2327-0209 (online).
**Online (includes all issues):** Institutions $100, Individuals $50.
www.pdcnet.org/jjp

This is the only peer-reviewed international journal on Japanese philosophy. It provides an international platform for a worldwide consortium of scholars to enhance research in this area. All periods and areas of Japanese philosophy, classical to contemporary, as well as interdisciplinary, cross-cultural, and comparative studies are highlighted. It is devoted to scholarly engagement with a wide range of philosophical discourses, and aims to demonstrate the relevance of Japanese philosophy for all fields of contemporary thought.

ISSN 1053-8364 (print), 2153-7984 (online).
*Print*: Institutions $77; Individuals $35.
*Online (includes all issues)*: Institutions $231; Individuals $35.
*Print + Online*: Institutions $277; Individuals $55.

www.pdcnet.org/jpr

*JPR* publishes articles from any philosophical orientation that make a significant contribution to the field. It has a generous length limit for essential works such as bibliographies, translations, and commentaries, and occasionally publishes special supplementary volumes.

ISSN 0022-362X (print), 1939-8549 (online).
*Individuals*: Access for non-students is print + online.
*Print*: Institutions $150; Students $30.
*Online (includes all issues)*: Institutions $200; Students $30.
*Print + Online*: Institutions $250; Individuals $50.

www.pdcnet.org/jphil

*The Journal of Philosophy* publishes scholarly articles of current interest and encourage the interchange of ideas, especially the exploration of the borderline between philosophy and other disciplines. It is internationally respected as a leading publication in the field.

**Journal of Religion and Violence.** 3 issues per year.
ISSN 2159-6808 (online).
*Online (includes all issues)*: Institutions $175; Individuals $45; special rate for AAR members.

www.pdcnet.org/jrv

A peer-reviewed publication devoted to the interdisciplinary study of religion and violence. *JRV* publishes analyses of contemporary and historical religious groups involved in violent incidents, as well as original work on sacrifice, terrorism, inter- and intra-religious violence, mass suicide, war and religion, and religiously-legitimated violence against women.

**Journal of the Society of Christian Ethics.** Bi-annual.
ISSN 1540-7942 (print), 2326-2176 (online)
*Print*: Institutions $120; Individuals $60.
*Online (includes all issues)*: Institutions $120; Individuals $60.
*Print + Online*: Institutions $150; Individuals $80.

www.pdcnet.org/jsce

*JSCE* publishes peer-reviewed articles and reviews that examine social, economic, political and cultural problems within the context of Christian social ethics. It is an essential resource for students, faculty, and researchers in religious studies. The journal is published by PDC.

**The Leibniz Review.** Annual.
ISSN 2153-9162 (online).
*Online (includes all issues)*: Institutions $150. Individuals included with *Leibniz Society of North America* membership.

www.pdcnet.org/leibniz

*The Leibniz Review* is a refereed journal that aspires to publish original articles on Leibniz, book reviews of recent works on Leibniz's philosophy, and up-to-date information about the international status of Leibniz studies. This innovative publication is sponsored by the *Leibniz Society of North America*.

**Levinas Studies.** Annual.
ISSN 1554-7000 (print), 2153-8433 (online).
*Print*: Institutions $35; Individuals $35.
*Online (includes all issues)*: Institutions $105; Individuals $35.

www.pdcnet.org/levinas

*Levinas Studies* is a peer-reviewed journal dedicated to scholarly work on the innovations and implications of the thought of Emmanuel Levinas in its pertinence for fields including philosophy, psychology, religious studies, theology, and the study of literature.
**Logos: A Journal of Catholic Thought and Culture.** Quarterly.
ISSN 1091-6687, 1533-791X (online).
*Print:* Institutions $86; Individuals $50 one year, $95 two years, $140 three years; Students $42 one year, $65 two years, $95 three years.
*Online (includes all issues):* Individuals $50 one year, $95 two years, $140 three years; Students $42 one year, $65 two years, $95 three years.
*Print + Online:* Individuals $75 one year, $140 two years, $200 three years; $70 one year, $125 two years, $180 three years.
www.pdcnet.org/logos
This peer-reviewed journal explores the Catholic tradition in literature, philosophy, theology, the natural and social sciences, art, music, public policy, and the professions. It is published under the auspices of the Center for Catholic Studies at the University of St. Thomas, Minnesota.

**Logos & Episteme: An International Journal of Epistemology.** Quarterly.
ISSN 2069-3052 (online)
*Online:* Open Access.
www.pdcnet.org/logos-episteme
*Logos & Episteme* publishes articles, reviews, and discussion notes on the general theory of knowledge, and on problems specific to the philosophy, methodology, and ethics of science, philosophical logic, metaphilosophy, and epistemology. It is published by the Institute for Economic and Social Research of The Romanian Academy.

**The Lonergan Review.** Annual.
ISSN 1948-4747 (print), 1948-4755 (online).
*Print:* Institutions $35; Individuals $25.
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $50; Individuals $30.
*Print + Online:* Institutions $60; Individuals $40.
www.pdcnet.org/lonerganreview
This peer-reviewed journal explores the impact and legacy of the work of Bernard Lonergan. The mission of *The Lonergan Review* is to link explicit self-knowledge — Lonergan’s “self-appropriation” — with the various academic disciplines and professions. By doing this it seeks to foster authentic human cultures of high ideals, open to religion, the Catholic intellectual tradition, and service of the poor. It is the journal of the Bernard J. Lonergan Institute.

**Lonergan Workshop.** Annual. Published by The Lonergan Institute.
ISSN 2574-3732 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $90; Individuals $30.
www.pdcnet.org/lw
*Lonergan Workshop* contains papers presented at the annual conference workshop sponsored by Boston College each summer. The journal is a rich resource for all scholars working in this field. It is published by The Lonergan Institute.

**Mayéutica.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 0210-2900 (print), 2603-9729 (online).
*Online (includes all available issues):* Institutions $140; Individuals $48.
www.pdcnet.org/mayeutica
*Mayéutica* is the peer-reviewed journal of the Philosophical-Theological Center of the Augustinian Recollets in Spain. The journal has published a wide range of original research and reviews related to the study of Christian Philosophy, Theology, History of the Church, ancient and contemporary Christian literature, and the thought of the Fathers of the Church, especially Saint Augustine. Since 2003 the journal’s primary focus has been on the life, works, and thought of Saint Augustine.

**Maynooth Philosophical Papers.** Biennial.
ISSN 2009-7743 (print), 2009-7751 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $75; Individuals $20.
www.pdcnet.org/mpp
This journal published a wide range of articles and translations in the history of philosophy, including medieval and Renaissance thought and contemporary Continental philosophy. Based at Maynooth University in Ireland, it is published by PDC.

Mediaevalia. Annual.
ISSN 2161-8046 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $72; Individuals $38.
www.pdcnet.org/mediaevalia

Mediaevalia is a forum for innovative scholarship across a variety of fields in the Middle Ages and early Renaissance. One of the first multidisciplinary journals in North America, it has received the Phoenix Award for Significant Editorial Achievement (2012) from the Council of Editors of Learned Journals. It is published in cooperation with the Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies at Binghamton University.

ISSN 2574-3724 (online)
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $90; Individuals $30.
www.pdcnet.org/method

Method: Journal of Lonergan Studies advances interpretive, historical, and critical study of the philosophical, theological, economic, and methodological writings of Bernard Lonergan. It also promotes original research into the methodological foundations of the sciences and disciplines. The journal is published by The Lonergan Institute at Boston College.

ISSN 0363-6550 (print), 1475-4975 (online)
https://www.pdcnet.org/msp

Midwest Studies in Philosophy is an annual journal in the analytic tradition that presents important thinking on major topics in philosophy. Since 1976 it has published edited volumes of invited papers that bring provocative and varying ideas to the theme at hand. Beginning with volume 45, Midwest Studies in Philosophy will be published by the Philosophy Documentation Center.

The Mistral Review. Annual. –NEW–
ISSN 2472-7008 (print), 2472-7016 (online)
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $50; Individuals $20.
https://www.pdcnet.org/mr

Established on the occasion of the seventieth anniversary of Gabriela Mistral’s Nobel Prize in Literature, The Mistral Review is the bilingual journal of the Gabriela Mistral Foundation. The journal promotes the writings of Mistral and encourages the academic community, students and the general public to explore the different areas of her writings, including poetry, human rights—rights of children, women, indigenous peoples, education and diplomacy.

Modern Schoolman. See Res Philosophica

The National Catholic Bioethics Quarterly. Quarterly.
ISSN 1938-1646 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $165; Individuals $48.
www.pdcnet.org/ncbq

The National Catholic Bioethics Quarterly is a peer-reviewed journal that addresses the ethical, philosophical, and theological questions raised by the rapid pace of modern medical and technological progress. It is the official journal of The National Catholic Bioethics Center, an organization dedicated to research and analysis on moral issues arising in health care and the life sciences. While the Quarterly is committed to publishing material that is consonant with the magisterium of the Catholic Church, it is open to other faiths and to secular viewpoints in the spirit of informed dialogue.

New Nietzsche Studies. Annual.
ISSN 2153-8417 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $285; Individuals $80.
www.pdcnet.org/newnietzsche
A continental philosophy journal reviewing Nietzsche in the light of contemporary European and American thought. It is the journal of the Nietzsche Society.

The New Yearbook for Phenomenology and Phenomenological Philosophy. Annual. ISSN 2157-0752 (online).
Online (volumes 1–11 available online from PDC): Institutions $140; Individuals $45.

www.pdcnet.org/nyppp
The New Yearbook for Phenomenology and Phenomenological Philosophy provides an annual international forum devoted to phenomenology and phenomenological philosophy. Its aim is to renew the original spirit and intention of Edmund Husserl’s Jahrbuch für Philosophie und phänomenologische Forschung.

NTU Philosophical Review. Semi-annual. ISSN 1015-8995 (print), eISSN pending.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100; Individuals $35.

www.pdcnet.org/ntuphilreview
Established in 1971, NTU Philosophical Review is a peer-reviewed journal published from the philosophy department of National Taiwan University. It reaches an international readership with original articles in Chinese and English. The editors include Chinese and English language abstracts for each article, and both are accessible online. The journal is open to a wide range of philosophical perspectives from both Chinese and Western traditions.

Online (includes all issues): Included with POIESIS: Philosophy Online Serials.

Overheard in Seville: Bulletin of the Santayana Society is a publication of The Santayana Society, an international organization established to promote original scholarship on the work of George Santayana. Since 1983 the Bulletin has published scholarly articles, announcements of publications and meetings, and annual updates to the Santayana bibliography.

The Owl of Minerva. Semi-annual. ISSN 0030-7580 (print), 2153-3385 (online).
Individuals: Access included with the Hegel Society of America membership.
Print: Institutions $48.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $144.
Print + Online: Institutions $173.

www.pdcnet.org/owl
The Owl features articles, discussions, translations, reviews, and bibliographical information that pertains to Hegel, his predecessors, contemporaries, successors, and influences today, as well as those that use a Hegelian approach to philosophical issues or enter into debate with this approach. It is the journal of the Hegel Society of America.

Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100; Individuals $50.

www.pdcnet.org/palimpsest
Palimpsest is a peer-reviewed journal that publishes interdisciplinary scholarship and creative work by and about women of the African Diaspora and their communities in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean worlds. It supports continuing explorations of the Black International as a liberation narrative and Black Internationalism as an insurgent consciousness formed over and against retrogressive practices embodied in slavery, colonialism, imperialism, and globalization, from the early modern period to the present. Palimpsest is published by Vanderbilt University’s Program in African American and Diaspora Studies and the State University of New York Press.

The Père Marquette Lecture in Theology Series. Annual. ISSN 2575-1085 (online).
The Père Marquette Lecture in Theology is delivered annually at Marquette University by distinguished theologians of international reputation. Each lecture is published as a small monograph and these volumes have become an essential resource for students and scholars around the world. The lecture was established to celebrate the missions and explorations of Père Jacques Marquette, S.J.

The Philosophers’ Magazine. Quarterly.
ISSN 1354-814X (print), 2048-4674 (online).
Print: Institutions $80.
Online (includes all issues): Universities $160; Community Colleges/Small Public Libraries $100; Individuals $28.
Print + Online: Universities $180; Community Colleges/Small Public Libraries $135; Individuals (US & Canada) $42.

The Philosophers’ Magazine is an independent quarterly, devoted to presenting top-class philosophy in an accessible and entertaining format.

philosophia. Semi-annual.
ISSN 2155-0905 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100, Individuals $50.

philosophia is a peer-reviewed forum for scholarship that engages the rich traditions of feminist theory and continental philosophy, both broadly construed. The journal aims to broaden the discipline of philosophy and enrich the practices of feminist theory, bringing the conceptual resources of these fields together to address pressing socio-political issues.

Philosophia Africana. Archive only (publication suspended).
ISSN 1944-7914 (online).
Online (includes all available issues): Institutions $95; Individuals $40.

Philosophia Africana publishes peer-reviewed academic philosophical or philosophically interdisciplinary works that explore pluralistic experiences of Africa and the Black Diaspora from both universal and comparative points of view. It also selectively publishes original or critical interpretations of creative and artistic works revealing vibrant intellectual cultures of modern Africa, the Black Diaspora, and other universally inclusive traditions of thought.

Philosophia Christi. Biannual.
ISSN 1529-1634 (print), 2640-2580 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Individuals $35; Students $30.

Philosophia Christi fosters the scholarly discussion of philosophy and philosophical issues in the fields of apologetics, ethics, theology, and religion. It is published by the Evangelical Philosophical Society with the support of Biola University.

Philosophical Inquiry. Quarterly.
ISSN 2163-3215 (online).
Online (includes all available issues): Institutions $200; Individual $56.

Philosophical Inquiry promotes research and discussion in all areas of philosophy, with the intent of facilitating the international communication of philosophical thought. It publishes articles, reviews, and critical notes in English, German, and French from authors in several countries. Established in 1978, the journal is published in Greece with the support of the Aristotle University in Thessaloniki.

The Philosophical Review. Quarterly.
ISSN 1558-1470 (online)
Online (archive includes volumes 1–114 [1892–2005]): Institutions $180; Individuals $50.

**The Philosophical Review** publishes original, scholarly work in all areas of analytic philosophy, with an emphasis on material of interest to generalists. In continuous publication since 1892, the journal has a long-standing reputation for excellence and has published many papers considered classics in the field. Published by Duke University Press.

**Philosophical Topics.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 2154-154X (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $195; Individuals $45.

**Philosophical Topics** publishes contributions by leading international scholars devoted to all areas of philosophy. Recent issues have dealt with individuation, introspection, and freewill.

**Philosophy and Theology.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 0961-5970 (print) 2153-828X (online).
*Print: Institutions $40; Individuals $40.*
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $120; Individuals $40.
*Print + Online: Institutions $144; Individuals $60.*

While not a journal of the philosophy of religion, **Philosophy & Theology** is especially open to the common ground joining these two ancient disciplines. Rather than viewing them as antagonistic, the journal promotes fruitful dialogue.

**Philosophy in the Contemporary World.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 2153-3377 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $165; Individuals included with **Society for Philosophy in the Contemporary World** membership.

**Philosophy in the Contemporary World** is dedicated to using the resources of philosophical thought to help define, analyze, clarify, or resolve contemporary problems.

**Philosophy Now.** 6 per year.
ISSN 0961-5970 (print), 2044-9992 (online).
*Individuals: Individual access is print + online.*
*Print: Institutions $55.*
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $165.
*Print + Online: $198; Individuals $32 one year, $59 two years.*

**Philosophy Now** is a unique philosophy magazine that is aimed at both specialists and the general public. Its primary purpose is to show that philosophy can be exciting, worthwhile, and comprehensible for general readers, while at the same time providing light and enjoyable reading matter for philosophy students and academics. **Philosophy Now** is intended as a showcase for original philosophy written in a lively, readable, and nontechnical style. Since its launch in 1991, **Philosophy Now** has become the most widely-read philosophy publication in Britain, and is now available in the U.S. and Canada.

**Philosophy Today.** Quarterly.
ISSN 0031-8256 (print), 2329-8596 (online).
*Print: Institutions $65; Individuals $45.*
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $150; Individuals $45.
*Print + Online: Institutions $180; Individuals $58.*

**Philosophy Today** is an international peer-reviewed journal that reflects the current questions, topics and debates of contemporary philosophy, with a particular focus on continental philosophy. This journal is especially interested in interdisciplinary work at the intersection of philosophy, political theory, comparative literature, and cultural studies. It provides space for reviews, as well
as short translations of the works of contemporary philosophical figures originally published in other languages.

**Philotheos (ΦΙΛΟΘΕΟΣ).** Semi-annual beginning in 2018.
ISSN 1451-3455, eISSN pending.
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $120; individuals $50.
[www.pdcnet.org/philotheos](http://www.pdcnet.org/philotheos)

*Philotheos* is an international scholarly journal that provides a forum for a dialogue in philosophy and in theology respectively, with a special focus on the dialogue between the two. Founded in 2001, it brings together articles and book reviews of philosophical and theological interest in the broader Christian tradition, covering a diverse field of inquiry from antiquity to the present. The journal seeks to reintegrate professional questions with the need to answer problems placed before us by life itself. *Philotheos* is published by the **Gnomon Center for the Humanities** in Belgrade, in cooperation with the Sebastian Press in Los Angeles and the Center for Philosophy and Theology in Trebinje.

**Polish Journal of Philosophy.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 2154-3747 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $125; Individuals $50.
[www.pdcnet.org/pjphil](http://www.pdcnet.org/pjphil)

*The Polish Journal of Philosophy (PJP)* is a peer reviewed journal publishing valuable contributions on any aspect of philosophy. It is particularly interested in publishing contributions by new authors who pursue their academic development.

**Politeia: Interdisciplinary Philosophical Review.** Quarterly.
ISSN 2653-9047 (print), 2653-9055 (online).
*Online (will include all issues):* Pricing forthcoming. Free access for 2019 issues.
[www.pdcnet.org/politeia](http://www.pdcnet.org/politeia)

This new journal publishes interdisciplinary scholarship with a focus on Greek philosophy. It is published quarterly in Athens, in cooperation with the Philosophy Documentation Center.

ISSN 2576-2966 (online).
*Online (will include all issues):* Free access for 2018 and 2019 issues.
[www.pdcnet.org/praxis](http://www.pdcnet.org/praxis)

*Praxis* is a new scholarly journal founded to advance the intersection of theory and practice in the pursuit of social justice. Emphasizing the contributions of practitioners and organizations to the Catholic social tradition and other religious traditions of social justice, the journal features refereed articles, invited essays, and reviews of noteworthy gatherings and events. Sponsored by the **Wolfington Center** at Cabrini University.

**Precollege Philosophy and Public Practice.** Annual.
ISSN 2576-9901 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Open Access.
[www.pdcnet.org/p4](http://www.pdcnet.org/p4)

This new journal publishes philosophical and empirical research on precollege philosophy and its impact. It is an open access publication sponsored by the **Philosophy Learning and Teaching Organization**, the **Kegley Institute of Ethics**, and the **Squire Family Foundation**. It is published in cooperation with the Philosophy Documentation Center.

**Proceedings of the American Catholic Philosophical Association.** Annual.
ISSN 0065-7638 (print), 2153-7925 (online).
*Individuals: Print + online access for individuals is included with ACPA membership.*
*Print: Institutions $50 or with ACPA membership.*
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $230 or with ACPA membership.
*Print + Online: Institutions $248 or with ACPA membership.*
[www.pdcnet.org/acpaproc](http://www.pdcnet.org/acpaproc)

The annual meetings of the **American Catholic Philosophical Association** are organized around
a particular philosophical topic or issue, and a selection of the scholarly papers presented at each meeting is published the following year in the *Proceedings of the American Catholic Philosophical Association*.

**Proceedings of the Hegel Society of America.** Irregular.
ISSN 2472-4637 (online).
*Online (includes all available volumes):* Institutions $150; Individuals $45; Hegel Society of America members $35.

www.pdcnet.org/hsaprocceedings
The Hegel Society of America meets every two years, and after the conference a selection of revised, peer-reviewed papers is published in an edited volume. The *Proceedings of the Hegel Society of America* presents these volumes together for the first time.

**Proceedings of the International Association for Business and Society.** Annual.
ISSN 2160-6900 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $350; Individual $100.

www.pdcnet.org/iabsproc
The International Association for Business and Society (IABS) is a learned society devoted to research and teaching about the relationships between business, government, and society. Since 1990 the association has sponsored an annual conference that brings together scholars and executives from many countries, and a selection of the peer-reviewed papers presented at each conference are published in the corresponding volume of these Proceedings.

**Process Studies.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 2154-3682 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $180; Individuals $70.

www.pdcnet.org/process
Process Studies focuses on A. N. Whitehead, Charles Hartshorne, related philosophies and theologies, and Whiteheadian applications in mathematics, natural and social sciences, and the humanities. The journal is published by the Center for Process Studies.

**ProtoSociology: An International Journal of Interdisciplinary Research.** Annual.
ISSN 1611-1281 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $180; Individuals $40.

www.pdcnet.org/protosociology
ProtoSociology is an interdisciplinary journal that has been crossing the boundaries of philosophy and social science for over two decades. It publishes articles and reviews by scholars in many different fields. Each issue is focused on a particular topic.

**Quaestiones Disputatae.** Semi-annual.
ISSN 2374-555X (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $100; Individuals $40.

www.pdcnet.org/qd
Quaestiones Disputatae is a journal of philosophy inspired by the medieval dialectical form of the “disputed question:” a method of philosophical discussion aimed at addressing the relevant issues of the time. Sponsored by Franciscan University of Steubenville, this journal addresses significant questions and topics of contemporary philosophic interest in the spirit of the medieval quaestiones disputatae.

**Questions: Philosophy for Young People.** Annual.
ISSN 2154-1183 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $50; Individuals $25 or with PLATO or AAPT membership.

www.pdcnet.org/questions
Questions is intended to further work being done to bring philosophy into young people’s lives, and to draw attention to the value of philosophy and philosophical thinking for young students. It is published in cooperation with the Philosophy Learning and Teaching Organization, the APA Committee on Pre-College Instruction in Philosophy, and the Center for Philosophy for Children.
Radical Philosophy Review. Semi-annual.
ISSN 1388-4441 (print), 1569-1659 (online).
Individuals: Access included with Radical Philosophy Association membership.
Print: Institutions $69.
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $207.
Print + Online: Institutions $249.
www.pdcnet.org/radphilrev
This journal provides a peer-reviewed forum for activist scholars, community activists, and artists to explore concepts central to the humanistic transformation of society. The journal is sponsored by the Radical Philosophy Association.

Renascence: Essays on Values in Literature. Quarterly.
ISSN 0034-4346 (print), 2329-8626 (online).
Print: Institutions $50; Individuals $40
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $120; Individuals $40.
Print + Online: Institutions $150; Individuals $60.
http://www.pdcnet.org/renascence
Renascence: Essays on Values in Literature is a quarterly journal that explores how literature is informed by and contributes to our understanding of fundamental questions concerning moral philosophy, theology, and spirituality. This peer-reviewed journal is published by Marquette University as an expression of its Jesuit mission of the search for truth and the exaltation of human dignity.

ISSN 2168-9105 (print), 2168-9113 (online).
Print: Institutions $60; Individuals $40
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $210; Individuals $40.
Print + Online: Institutions $250; Individuals $60.
www.pdcnet.org/resphilosophica
Res Philosophica is an international, peer-reviewed academic journal publishing articles and reviews in all areas of philosophy, historical and topical. Established by the philosophy department at Saint Louis University, this journal continues one of the oldest philosophy journals in North America. The Modern Schoolman was established in 1925, and over the years it published thousands of articles and reviews. Res Philosophica begins in 2013 with the aims of maintaining its commitment to its history and traditions while increasing its engagement with issues at the forefront of contemporary philosophical concern.

Roczniki Filozoficzne / Annals of Philosophy. Quarterly.
ISSN 2450-002X (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100; Individuals $35.
www.pdcnet.org/rf
Roczniki Filozoficzne (Annales de Philosophie / Annals of Philosophy) is one of the oldest philosophical journals in Poland. Since 1948 it has published original peer-reviewed research in philosophy, as well as translations, reviews, reports, and polemics. It is published at the John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin.

Schutzian Research. Annual.
ISSN 2248-1907 (online).
Online (includes all issues): Institutions $150; Individuals $45.
www.pdcnet.org/schutz
Schutzian Research is a peer-reviewed annual journal that seeks to continue the tradition of the philosopher and sociologist Alfred Schutz. The journal publishes contributions in several languages and is thus truly international in character. It seeks original contributions that are philosophical, cultural-scientific, or multidisciplinary in character.

ISSN 0742-7611 (print), 2166-6717 (online).
Individuals: Access included with Semiotic Society of America membership.
Print: Contact PDC for information about individual volumes.

Online (includes all issues): Institutions $180.

www.pdcnet.org/cpsem

*Semiotics* is a peer-reviewed series sponsored by the *Semiotic Society of America*. SSA supports innovative scholarship linking analytical and critical approaches to the postmodern world. The *Yearbook* provides a timely overview of current developments in semiotic research and an outlet for Society members to publish aspects of their current work. First published in 1980, this series provides a unique overview of the development of semiotics in the 20th and 21st centuries.

**Sign Systems Studies.** Quarterly.

ISSN 1736-7409 (online).

Online (includes all available issues): Institutions $180; Individual $60.

www.pdcnet.org/signsystems

Established in 1964 by Juri Lotman (initially as Труды по знаковым системам—Σημειωτική), this peer-reviewed journal is the oldest international semiotic periodical. It publishes articles and reviews in English from scholars in many countries, and also accepts papers in Russian. Russian and Estonian language abstracts are included for all articles.

**Social Imaginaries.** Semi-annual.

ISSN 2457-2926 (online).

Online (includes all issues): Institutions $150; Individuals $45.

www.pdcnet.org/si

*Social Imaginaries* is a new peer-reviewed journal that examines complexes of cultural meaning and cultural projects of power. It presupposes an understanding of society as a political institution, which is formed—and forms itself—in historical constellations, and through encounters with other cultures and civilizational worlds.

**Social Philosophy Today.** Annual.

ISSN 1543-4044 (print), 2153-9448 (online).

Print: Institutions $40; Individuals $40; NASSP members $25.

Online (includes all volumes): Institutions $140; Individuals included with NASSP membership.

Print + Online: Institutions $160.

www.pdcnet.org/socphiltoday

This annual series contains thematically organized discussions of major issues of contemporary concern, and is produced by the *North American Society for Social Philosophy*.

**Social Theory and Practice.** Quarterly.

ISSN 0037-802X (print), 2154-123X (online).

Print: Institutions $65; Individuals $35.

Online (includes all issues): Institutions $220; Individuals $40.

Print + Online: Institutions $250; Individuals $54.

www.pdcnet.org/soctheorpract

A forum for the discussion of theoretical and applied questions in social, political, legal, economic, educational, and moral philosophy.

**Southwest Philosophy Review.** Semi-annual.

ISSN 2154-1116 (online).

Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100; Individuals $50.

www.pdcnet.org/swphilreview

*Southwest Philosophy Review* is a peer-reviewed forum for philosophical inquiry that welcomes contributions from all philosophical perspectives. The January issue of each volume contains the proceedings of the society's annual meeting. It is the journal of the *Southwestern Philosophical Society*.

**Stance: An International Undergraduate Philosophy Journal.** Annual.

ISSN 1943-1899 (online).

Online (includes all issues): Open Access.
Stance: An International Undergraduate Philosophy Journal is a peer-reviewed publication produced and edited entirely by philosophy students. It enriches student learning by providing a venue for the publication of original student work that advances a controversial thesis or interpretation. Stance is published annually with support from Ball State University.

Studia Neoaristotelica. Semi-annual.
ISSN 1804-6843 (online).
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100; Individuals $40.*
www.pdcnet.org/studneoar

Studia Neoaristotelica is a peer-reviewed, scholarly journal devoted to the promotion of Aristotelian philosophy broadly conceived. Special emphasis is placed on the most advanced forms of scholastic thought, hitherto virtually unexplored, which emerged during the Renaissance and Baroque periods.

Studia Phaenomenologica. Annual.
ISSN 2069-0061 (online).
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $200; Individuals $55.*
www.pdcnet.org/studphaen

Studia Phaenomenologica is a peer-reviewed international yearbook that publishes original work in phenomenology and hermeneutics in English, French, and German. Each issue is a thematic dossier focused on an essential phenomenological theme. In addition, each issue contains a “Varia” section with contributions from a variety of phenomenological perspectives. Studia Phaenomenologica is edited by the Romanian Society for Phenomenology.

Studia Philosophica. Semi-annual.
ISSN 1803-7445 (print), 2336-453X (online).
*Online (includes all available issues): Open Access.*
www.pdcnet.org/studiaphil

This peer-reviewed scholarly journal is published by the Faculty of Arts at Masaryk University. It publishes articles, discussions, and reviews material in philosophy and related fields, and accepts submissions in Czech, Slovak, English, German, and French.

Symposion: Theoretical and Applied Inquiries in Philosophy and Social Sciences.
Quarterly.
ISSN 2392-6260 (online).
*Online: Open Access*
www.pdcnet.org/symposion

Symposion is a peer-reviewed journal that promotes interdisciplinary research for philosophical humanities and social and political sciences. It publishes original articles, discussion, review essays, and reviews—in English, French, or German—in all philosophical fields.

Symposium: Canadian Journal of Continental Philosophy.
ISSN 2154-5278 (online).
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $150; Individuals $40.*
www.pdcnet.org/symposium

Symposium is the peer-reviewed journal of the Canadian Society for Continental Philosophy. It is dedicated to presenting scholarly and original contributions in contemporary European thought.

Teaching Ethics. Semi-annual.
ISSN 1544-4031 (print), 2154-0551 (online).
*Individuals: Access included with Society for Ethics Across the Curriculum membership.*
*Print: Institutions $100.*
*Online (includes all issues): Institutions $100.*
*Print + Online: Institutions $135.*
www.pdcnet.org/tej
Teaching Ethics is a peer-reviewed scholarly journal dedicated to ethical issues across the curriculum with particular attention to pedagogical methodology and practice in both academic inquiry and professional practice. It is sponsored by the Society for Ethics Across the Curriculum.

**Teaching Philosophy.** Quarterly.
ISSN 0145-5788 (print), 2153-6619 (online).
*Print:* Institutions $86; Individuals $35.
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $234; Individuals $35.
*Print + Online:* Institutions $281; Individuals $50.
[www.pdcnet.org/teachphil](http://www.pdcnet.org/teachphil)

*Teaching Philosophy* provides an open forum for the exchange and evaluation of ideas, information, and materials concerned with the teaching of philosophy. Reviews of new books and audiovisual materials are also featured.

**Techné: Research in Philosophy and Technology.** 3 per year.
ISSN 1091-8264 (online).
*Online (includes all available issues):* Institutions $200. Individuals included with Society for Philosophy and Technology membership.
[www.pdcnet.org/techn](http://www.pdcnet.org/techne)

*Techné* is a peer-reviewed forum that exists to serve the need for sustained philosophical reflection on our technological world. It is sponsored by the Society for Philosophy and Technology.

**Theoria: An International Journal for Theory, History and Foundations of Science.** 3 per year.
ISSN 2171-679X (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Institutions $90; Individuals $55.
[www.pdcnet.org/theoria](http://www.pdcnet.org/theoria)

*Theoria* is a journal of theory, history, and science published under the auspices of the Spanish societies of logic, methodology, and philosophy of science, and analytical philosophy.

**Tradition and Discovery.** 3 per year.
ISSN 2154-1566 (online).
*Online (includes all issues):* Included with POIESIS: Philosophy Online Serials.
[www.pdcnet.org/traddisc](http://www.pdcnet.org/traddisc)

*Tradition and Discovery* is a refereed periodical that publishes articles and reviews relating to the work and legacy of Michael Polanyi, a philosopher whose broad interests produced work in several areas of philosophy as well as economics and cultural studies.

**Women in Philosophy Journal.** Annual.
ISSN 1943-7412 (print), 1943-7420 (online).
*Print:* Individuals $20; Institutions $40
*Online:* Individuals $20; Institutions $40
*Print + Online:* Individuals $30
[www.pdcnet.org/wipj](http://www.pdcnet.org/wipj)

This journal is dedicated to the academic and professional development of women and gender minority philosophers. It is edited entirely by graduate students in the Department of Philosophy at The New School for Social Research. Originally established in 2001, it is resuming publication in 2019 in cooperation with the Philosophy Documentation Center.

**Women’s Philosophy Review.** Forthcoming 2020. –NEW–
ISSN 1369-4324 (print).
[https://www.pdcnet.org/wpr](https://www.pdcnet.org/wpr)

The *Women’s Philosophy Review* was a peer-reviewed journal dedicated to feminist theory and philosophy. Established in 1989 as the Women in Philosophy Newsletter, it became a respected venue for articles, reviews, and interviews relevant to feminist theory and gender theory. The *Women’s Philosophy Review* was the official journal of the Society for Women in Philosophy UK.
The World Congress of Philosophy is a global meeting of philosophers held every five years under the auspices of the International Federation of Philosophical Societies (FISP).

Each World Congress is a significant cultural event. In most cases a Proceedings collection is published that captures the best work presented, with contributions in many languages. The Philosophy Documentation Center has digitized all of these volumes for long term preservation and online access.

The collection currently contains the publications from these events:

XXIII World Congress of Philosophy Athens, Greece—2013
XXII World Congress of Philosophy Seoul, Korea—2008
XXI World Congress of Philosophy Istanbul, Turkey—2003
XX World Congress of Philosophy Vienna, Austria—1968

XVIII World Congress of Philosophy Brighton, U.K.—1988
XVII World Congress of Philosophy Mexico City, Mexico—1963
XVI World Congress of Philosophy Venice, Italy—1958

XV World Congress of Philosophy Prague, Czechoslovakia—1934

XIII World Congress of Philosophy Moscow, Russia—1993
XII World Congress of Philosophy Boston, USA—1998
XI International Congress of Philosophy Brussels, Belgium—1953

X International Congress of Philosophy Paris, France—1930

IX International Congress of Philosophy Vienna, Austria—1908
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